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On April 1, 2019 the current  Network edition of Dragon will be replaced 

by a new version

‘DMO – Dragon Medical One’

Educational PowerPoints will be emailed to all providers/departments 

and will be available in the 

STARS PowerChart e-Learning Library on the Intranet Portal

If preferred, providers can register for classes, through the emailed link, 

which will also be offered from March 25th through April 17th

If you are not actively using Dragon, you may not have a license for the 

new version. You must have a license to utilize DMO  

Contact the Help Desk to request a license
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There are several differences between the current network edition of Dragon and 

the new Dragon Medical One version. There are a few enhancements as well

1. End-users are able to use Dragon at home/off-site with the PowerMic (Acoustic 

download needed for Mic from IT Client Support) 

2. It works in conjunction with the current PowerChart Touch I-Phone app 

microphone  

3. User does not have to set up an initial profile and can start dictating 

immediately; the add/train words system may take 60-90 seconds of dictating 

before recognizing

4. User does not have to choose an ‘accent’; system is much more intuitive

5. User does not have to set or create as many preferences; the new design has 

a much cleaner, sleek appearance with a simpler toolbar and settings

6. Previously, Dragon and PowerChart had to be opened separately. Now they 

are both accessible with just one icon, providing a synchronized session 

between the two applications. If you open the Dragon SurgiNet icon, it will 

automatically launch SurgiNet for you
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7. Recommended to open Dragon DMO first and PowerChart will automatically open

8.There are fewer specialty vocabulary sets to choose from but since this version is 

more intuitive, few medical terminologies are missed regardless of the specialty 

vocabulary chosen. Recommended to select ‘General Medicine’ since all 

specialties fall under it 

9.  The DragonBar is smaller and does not span the full screen width. The user           

can ‘left click & hold’ to reposition its location on the screen. The smaller size will 

allow you to keep results/reports open for reference while dictating your notes

10.  IT will automatically facilitate the transfer Dragon accounts and commands                           

from one domain to another (Network Edition to Dragon Medical One)

11. If you are currently an active Dragon user & find that you do not have access to  

DMO, contact the Help Desk to open a ticket requesting a license to the new 

DMO. If you want additional training, you must have a license to attend a session 

12. Coming in the future, will be a new I-Phone app called ‘DMO PowerMic Mobile’ 

where the voice recognition is excellent 
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Examples of some differences between Network and DMO 
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Click on one of the Dragon DMO Mic titles listed on SSO page or

the icon on Citrix for either Power Chart, SurgiNet or FirstNet

New Dragon Medical One Log-In page
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